
Suggested Answers

1 Answers wil vary: noweveç students shou.d identify that it would be useful to kst all the elements below the
equation and keep track of how many of each element exists.

2. A skeleton equation is a chemical equation that does not show the relative amounts of reactants and products.
A balanced chemical equation uses coefficients to show the relative amounts of reactants and products in order
to show thai there is the same number of atoms of element products as there are in the reactants.

3. (a) 21-11—> H2+12

(b) There are two molecules of both hydrogen and iodine as products in tHis equation. To balance the equation so
this was possible, a coefficient of 2 had to be added to the reactant.

4. (a) A subscrpt is the number of atoms in a mcecJe. For example, some molecu:es are diatomic, like oxygen. Tney
w:l: have a formula which rep’esents this (02). A coefficient is a number pacea in f’ont of the formulas in an
equation to help balance the equation, A coefficient shows how many of the entire suostance exist

(b) You can only change the coefficient as you ba ance an equation. The subscripts are esserdal y part of the
molecule arc cannot be changed. An example is H20, which is watec and which can only be wri:ten as H-C.

5. (a) 2K1 —>2K 4 12
(b) Mg + 2AgN03 # 2Ag ± Mg(NO3)2

(c) Na ± 2H20 —> H2 ± 2 NaC[l

(ci) Pb(N03)2 + 2NaCI —> PbCI2 + 2NaN0

2C5l-l15 + 250.—> 16CC2 + IBN.0

There areS mo’ecuies o’ carbon d oxide f-ormea
baanceu as written

2K + Br, 2KBr

21120.-> 2hlC +

4Na 02—4 2Na20

N2 -l 3112 — 2NH3

balanced as written

CaSO, 2KOH -# Ca(OH)2 4 K2S04
(NH4)2Cr107 - N2 + 41120 -i 2Cm03
Ammonium Dichromate - Nitrogen gas f Water

(b) The fn& mass of the sohd product is 1.5 grams.

(h) Ba q 2: Il-JO3 —> H2 1- Ba(N03)2
(I) H2P04 1 3SaOH - 3H’20 -I

(I) CH ‘I 3CC1 4[l2C
(k) A14C3 + 121120—4 3CH4 -1- 4Al(DH)3

(I) FeBr3 -I- 3Na —> Fe 4 3NaBr

(m)2Fe + 3IJ2504 - 3K2 1- Fe2(504)3

(n) 2C7H5 ÷ 702 - 4CC2 1 6H20

1- Chromium Oxide
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